November 10, 2014

TECHNICAL SUPPORT BRANCH
NAVIGATION BULLETIN NO. 14-55
NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS:

TENNESSE TOMBIGBEE WATERWAY, ALABAMA

Notice is given to mariners that Inland Dredging Company’s pipeline dredge “KELLY L” will begin dredging on or around November 11, 2014 on the Tennessee Tombigbee Waterway at mile 290.0, Gainesville Lake. Dredging operations are expected to continue at this location for approximately 10 days before moving to mile 329, Aliceville Lake. Material will be placed into upland disposal area G15. The dredge will be working 24 hours per day, 7 days per week and may be reached on VHF-FM Channels 14 and 16.

Mariners should exercise extreme caution when transiting this area.

For further information please contact Mr. Allan Brewer at the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Project Office at (662) 327-2142, or inquire at the locks along the waterway for the current location of the dredge and attendant plant.
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